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Let G be a profinite group. The purpose of this note is to construct subfields F
of the field of complex numbers over which a given finite dimensional complex
continuous linear representation D of G is realizable in the following sense: There
is a one-dimensional representation l of G such that l m D is isomorphic to a
linear representation which is realizable over F. It turns out that certain invariants
related to the torsion part of the maximal profinite abelian quotient G ab of G play
a key role. Q 1998 Academic Press
RATIONALITY OF REPRESENTATIONS
We consider linear and projective representations of finite degree of a
profinite group G and assume throughout that these representations are
 .matrix representations resp., projective matrix representations over sub-
fields of the field of complex numbers C and are continuous with respect
to the Krull topology on G and the discrete topology on the general resp.,
.the projective linear group. Two such linear representations D , D of G1 2
are said to belong to the same genus if there is a linear character
 .s representation of degree 1 l of G such that D is isomorphic to2
l m D . In this way the set of linear representations of G splits into1
equivalence classes which we call genera. The genus of a linear representa-
tion
D : G ª GL n , C .
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uniquely determines the isomorphism class of the corresponding projective
representation
D
D : G ª GL n , C ª PGL n , C , .  .
and conversely.
In the following we denote by z the complex primitive root of unityt
 .exp 2p irt of order t and by W the cyclic subgroup of C* generated by z .t t
G ab is the maximal profinite abelian quotient group of G. And for every
prime number p we put
pep [ exponent of the torsion submodule of G ab m Z 1 .p
if this number exists, i.e., is finite.
The main purpose of this note is to prove the following result.
2. THEOREM. Assume that for e¨ery prime number p the number pep
 .defined under 1 exists. Then e¨ery genus of a linear representation of G of
 .degree n contains a representation which is realizable o¨er Q z , wheret
  . .t s t n, F:Q , M is a natural number which depends only on n, on the
degree of a field extension FrQ such that the corresponding projecti¨ e
eprepresentation D of G is realizable o¨er F, and on a finite subset M ; p N p
4  .prime which is determined by n and F:Q .
 .3. Remarks. a Every projective representation of a finite group G is
 .realizable over a field FrQ of finite degree F:Q , for instance over
 .  w x.F s Q z see R .<G <
 .b The alternating group A has an absolutely irreducible projec-5 ’ ’ . tive representation of degree 2 which is realizable over Q 5 , y 1 see,
w x.e.g., SE2 .
We mention some examples of profinite groups which satisfy the condi-
tion of the theorem.
 . ab4. EXAMPLES. a G is a profinite group such that G m Z is tor-p
sion-free for every prime number p.
 .b G is the maximal pro p-quotient of the absolute Galois group of
a finite degree extension k of the field of p-adic numbers Q , p any primep
number. In order to see that G satisfies the condition of the theorem we
 .use the reciprocity homomorphism of local class field theory Artin map
k* ª G ab ,
which induces an isomorphism of the corresponding Pontrjagin duals
Ã Ãk* ( G ,
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w x xsee SE1 , XIII, Sect. 4 , together with the structure of k*:
 : 1k* s p = m = U ,qy1
where p is a prime element in the ring of integers ­ of k, q is the number
of elements in the residue class field of k*, m is the group of roots ofqy1
unity in k* of order dividing q y 1, and U1 is the group of principal units
of ­ . It is known that U1 is a Z -module which is the direct sum of thep
group of roots of unity of p-power order in k* and a free Z -module ofp
 .  w x.rank k:Q see HA, II, Sect. 15 .p
 .c k is a number field, p is a prime number, S is a finite set of
places of k, consisting of all places above p and infinity, k rk is theS
maximal algebraic p-extension of k which is unramified outside S, and G
is the Galois group of k rk. In order to see that G satisfies the conditionS
of the theorem we merely note that by global class field theory G ab is
isomorphic to the p-completion of
I rk* ? U ,k ¨
¨fS
where I is the idele group of k and, for every place ¨ of k, U is thek ¨
group of units of the ring of integers of the ¨-completion k of k; see¨
w x UAT , especially Chapter 8. The structure of the multiplicative group k¨
 .mentioned under b then shows that G satisfies the desired condition.
 .  w x.d G is a profinite p-group which is a Demuskin group see L .
We note the following corollary of Theorem 2.
5. COROLLARY. Under the condition and with the notation of the theorem
e¨ery genus of a linear representation of G of degree n contains a representa-
tion such that the index of its kernel in G di¨ ides a number which depends
 .only on n, F:Q , and M.
This corollary follows from the theorem by applying the following result
w xof Schur SC .
 .6. THEOREM Schur . The order of a finite group which has a faithful
linear representation D of degree n di¨ ides a number which depends only on n
and on the degree of the character field of D, i.e., the extension of Q which is
obtained from Q by adjoining all ¨alues of the character of D.
For the proof of Theorem 2 we need two auxiliary results about
rationality of projective representations of finite groups. So let G be a
 .finite group, let P: G ª PGL n, C be a projective representation which is
 .realizable over a field extension FrQ, F ; C, of finite degree F:Q , and
 .let T : G ª GL n, F be a cocycle representation corresponding to P, i.e.,
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we have
T x T y s f x , y T xy for all x , y g G, 7 .  .  .  .  .
 .  . 2 .where f s d P g H G, F* is the cocycle class defined by P. It
 .follows from 7 that the map
T det n6 6D : G GL n , F F* ª F*rF* 8 .  .
w xis a homomorphism. Following J, Lemma 1.2, p. 9 , we prove
9. LEMMA. Assume that the image of D has rank r. Then there is a central
Ä Ägroup extension G of G with kernel W and a linear representation D: G ªn
 .  . rGL n, F9 o¨er a field F9rF such that F9:F di¨ ides n and such that the
projecti¨ e representation D of G corresponding to D is isomorphic to P.
Proof. For x g G let
n’b x [ det T x .  . .
for a fixed choice of the nth root. Then all values of the cocycle f 9 [ f ?
y1  .db belong to W . If D G is generated byn
det T x , . . . , det T x , .  . .  .1 r
then
F9 [ F b x , . . . , b x .  . .1 r
has degree at most nr over F. Moreover
T 9 [ by1 m T
is realizable over F9 and can be lifted to a linear representation D over F9
Äof the group extension G of G with kernel W which is defined by f 9:n
ÄG f 9 [ G [ a, x N a g W , x g G , 4 .  . n
a, x b , y [ abf 9 x , y , xy , .  .  . .
D a, x [ aT 9 x . .  . .
This completes the proof of the lemma.
 w x.We will also make use of the following lemma see J, Satz 1.4, p. 16 .
10. LEMMA. Assume that the projecti¨ e representation P : G ª
 .PGL n, C is faithful and realizable o¨er a field extension FrQ, F ; C, of
 . < <finite degree F:Q . Then the order G of G di¨ ides a natural number which
 .depends only on n and F:Q .
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 .  .Proof. Using the notation above we put N [ Ker D ; see 8 . By
Lemma 9 the restriction T can be lifted to a linear representation of a< N
finite central group extension of G such that the lifting is realizable over
 .F. Hence by Schur's result Theorem 6 the order of N divides a number
 .which depends only on n and F:Q . Since GrN has exponent dividing n
 . < <we see that exp G divides N ? n. For a suitable function b : G ª C* all
values of the cocycle f 9 [ f ? dby1 belong to W . Let G denote then 1
central group extension of G with kernel W which is defined by f 9. Then
f 9-cocycle representation T 9 [ by1 m T can be lifted to a faithful linear
 .representation D: G ª GL n, C , where G is a certain quotient group2 2
of G and G is a quotient group of G . All values of the character of D1 2
 .  .  .are roots of unity of order dividing exp G , and exp G divides n exp G ,2 2 1
which}by the reasoning above}divides a number depending only on n
 . < < < <and F:Q . Hence G and therefore G divides a number which by1
 .  .Schur's result Theorem 6 depends only on n and F:Q . The proof is
complete.
It was mentioned above that every projective representation P: G ª
 .  .PGL n, C of a finite group G is realizable over Q z ; furthermore, P<G <
  .can be represented by a cocycle representation T : G ª GL n, Q z <G <
such that all values of the corresponding cocycle f are roots of unity of
< <  w x w x.order dividing G see R or AK . Taking this into account we get from
Lemma 10.
11. PROPOSITION. Assume that the projecti¨ e representation P: G ª
 .PGL n, C of the finite group G is faithful and realizable o¨er a field extension
 .FrQ, F ; C, of finite degree F:Q . Then the order of G di¨ ides a natural
  ..  .number s s s n, F:Q which depends only on n and F:Q , and P can be
  ..represented by a cocycle representation T : G ª GL n, Q z such that alls
¨alues of the cocycle f corresponding to T belong to W .s
Now}keeping the notation of Proposition 11}assume that the finite
 .group G is a quotient of the profinite group G and that P: G ª PGL n, C
 .is a faithful projective representation which is realizable over FrQ, F:Q
- `, and which is of the form P s D for some linear representation
 .D: G ª GL n, C . Consider the prime decomposition of s:
s s pn1 ??? pn r ,1 r
and for every i, 1 O i O r, denote by pei the p -part of the exponent of thei i
torsion submodule of G ab m Z . Putpi
s [ pn1qe 1 ??? pn rqe rÄ 1 r
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Äand denote by G the central group extension of G with kernel W which issÄ
defined by the cocycle
fÄf : G = G ª W ¨ W .s sÄ
ÄWe wish to show that the embedding problem for G defined by G has a
Äsolution f : G ª G, i.e., f is a homomorphism such that the following
diagram is commutative:
Gf
66Ä 6G G
w xAccording to HO, 1.2 , it will be sufficient to show that the embedding
problem corresponding to every p -parti
f : G = G ª W n qe , 1 O i O r ,i ii p i
n i n iqe i wis solvable, i.e., we may and do assume that s s p , s s p . By HO,Äi i
Äx  .1.1 , it is sufficient to prove that f belongs to the kernel of the inflation
map
inf: H 2 G, W ª H 2 G , W . .  .s sÄ Ä
Denote by V the p -torsion part of C* and consider the following commu-i
tative diagram with exact rows:
pn iqeii6 6 6 61 W V V 1sÄ
eipi
6 6
j
n ipi6 6 6 61 W V V 1s
It induces the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
pn iqei pn iqeii d i2 26 6 6 6 .  .  .??? Hom G, V H G, W H G, V ???sÄ6 6
eipi
n ni ip pi d i2 26 6 6 6 .  .  .??? Hom G, V H G, W H G, V ???s
The cohomology here is of course the continuous cohomology, i.e., cochains
are assumed to be continuous with respect to the Krull topology on G and
 .the discrete topology on the coefficient groups. The inflation of f g
2 . 2 .H G, W in H G, W is contained in the image of d , i.e., it is of thes s
 .form dl for some l g Hom G, V , because by assumption the projective
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representation P is of the form P s D for some linear representation D
 .of G or, equivalently, the inflation of the cocycle class d P from
Ä 2 .  .  .GrKer P to G is trivial. Hence the inflation of f in H G, W is of thesÄ
form dl pi
ei and therefore trivial by definition of e . So we have shown thati
Äthe embedding problem for G corresponding to the group extension G of
Ä Ä .G is solvable. Let f : G ª G be a solution. Since the inflation of f g
2 Ä .  .H G, W to G is trivial the projective representation P: G ª PGL n, FsÄ
Ä Ä Äcan be lifted to a linear representation P of G. Composing P with the
Äsolution f : G ª G of the embedding problem yields a linear representa-
tion of G which belongs to the genus of the given representation and
 .   . .which is realizable over Q z where t s t n, F:Q , M depends only ont
 .  ei 4n, F:Q , and M s p N 1 O i O r . This completes the proof of thei
theorem.
Finally we construct a class of projective representations which are
 .realizable over Q z where t divides a number which depends only on thet
degree of the projective representation in question. We start with a finite
abelian group A of exponent m which is equipped with a nondegenerate
symplectic pairing
v : A = A ª W ;m
so the order of A is a square. Let
f : A = A ª Wm
be a pairing corresponding to v, i.e.,
f x , y .
v x , y s for all x , y g A. .
f y , x .
Such a pairing f can be constructed by standard methods from linear
algebra as follows. Choose a symplectic decomposition
A s A = A ,1 2
i.e., the A , i s 1, 2, are maximal v-isotropic isomorphic subgroups suchi
 4that A l A s 1 , and put1 2
f x , y [ v x , y .  .1 2
 .  .  w x.for all x s x , x , y s y , y g A s A = A . It is known see, e.g., F1 2 1 2 1 2
that there is an absolutely irreducible f-cocycle representation
T : A ª GL n , F , .
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1r2 ’< <  .where n s A , F s Q z , y 1 , and that every other absolutely irre-m
ducible f-cocycle representation T 9 of A is similar to T , i.e., there is an
invertible complex matrix Z such that
T 9 x s Z ? T x ? Zy1 for all x g A. .  .
This can also be seen by forming the twisted group algebra
F , A , f .
which as an F-vector space is freely generated by symbols e , x g A, andx
which carries the ring multiplication given by
e e [ f x , y e .x y x y
 .  w x.  .and extended F-linearly to F, A, f see, e.g., Y . The center of F, A, f
is spanned over F by the radical of v, hence equal to F, because we have
 .assumed that v is nondegenerate. Hence F, A, f is a central simple
 .F-algebra. Up to isomorphism F, A, f has a unique irreducible represen-
tation T over F, and an f-cocycle representation T of A is given by0 1
T x [ T e . .  .1 0 x
Every absolutely irreducible component of T is realizable over F because1
it can be lifted to a linear representation of the central group extension
 .A f of A with kernel W , and since f is bimultiplicative the exponent ofm
 .A f divides 2m. Hence T is itself absolutely irreducible and we define1
 .T [ T . Now let B be a finite group and let B ª Sp A, v be a homo-1
 .morphism of B to the symplectic group Sp A, v corresponding to the
 .pair A, v . Let G s A i B be the corresponding semidirect product.
Since
f s x , s y s f x , y for all x , y g A , s g B , .  .  . .
there is a cocycle representation
W : B ª GL n , F .
such that
y1T s x s W s T x W s for all x g A , s g B. .  .  .  . .
It follows that
S : G ª GL n , F , .
x , s ¬ T x W s .  .  .
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is an absolutely irreducible cocycle representation which extends T , and
the corresponding projective representation S is obviously realizable over
1r2’ .  . < <F s Q z , y 1 , where m s exp A divides n s A .m
w xProposition 6E in B shows that every faithful projective representation
of a finite solvable group which is primitive, i.e., absolutely irreducible and
not induced by a proper subgroup, is isomorphic to a tensor product of
 .projective representations of the above type S. However, choosing A, v ,
B suitably one sees that in general not every projective representation of
Ätype S is solvable or primitive.
Putting together this discussion with Corollary 5 we get
12. PROPOSITION. Assume that the profinite group G satisfies the condi-
tion of the theorem. Then the genus of e¨ery primiti¨ e sol¨ able representation
 .of G of degree n contains a representation which is realizable o¨er Q z ,t
 .  epwhere t s t n, M depends only on n and on a finite subset M ; p N p
4prime which is determined by n.
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